Application Outsourcing

the way we do it

Application Management
Injecting innovation into your IT estate:
A step on our application roadmap.
Capgemini’s Application Management entails the maintenance and
evolution of existing and new applications to maximize cost savings,
quality, flexibility, and to inject innovation into the service. Beyond cost
predictability, our dynamic service level agreements and collaborative
work ethic provide a flexible support service to continually meet
evolving business requirements.
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The Enterprise Architecture
provides a platform for us to
plan future change strategies
within Corus. It is an important
tool to help us make decisions
about business and IT services
that are aligned to our
corporate vision.

Bruno Laquet
Group CIO
Corus plc
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Acknowledged as a global leader in Applications Management (AM), Capgemini has
a track record of consistent and innovative delivery. We work closely with clients
to customize our service to meet the dynamics of their specific businesses. Our aim
is always to add value to clients' businesses and deliver quick benefits. Within three
months we take contractual responsibility for current applications and commit to
making significant progress in transforming your applications service. This commitment is underlined by commercial and contractual incentives that stand out in
the market. Meanwhile, our global network of Applications Management
Service Centres (AMSCs) provides seamless, follow-the-sun support.
Clients benefit from proven processes and procedures.

Transforming applications into business advantage

www.capgemini.com/application-outsourcing

Why Capgemini’s Application Management?

Sensitivity to the way the business works
A utility provider sought to upgrade and better align all applications supporting its
electricity business: 500 users across 20 sites. It chose Capgemini as its partner to collaborate on site-based development projects with strong local capability as well as a
global reach, to offer truly competitive pricing for remote back-office work. The power
utility went from three supplier-support to a single partner leading to an integrated
end-to-end service with a simplified and more price competitive procurement model.

Business Aware Application
Outsourcing
Aligning IT with the true needs
of a business can provide significant
and tangible value. The challenge is how
to make the transition from the systemscentric, cost-based IT of today to capitalize on the advantages of value-based IT.

Willingness to share risk as a clear signal of our commitment
A global metals firm sought to reduce total cost of ownership of its highly complex
IS/IT estate. Capgemini introduced a Common Application Backbone based on SAP,
supported by SOA and an enterprise integration framework. The contract was based
on resources with associated fee rates, where the client took the risk for service outages
and overruns. In time Capgemini proposed to take on more risk and lower charges,
based on contractual service levels with penalties and agreed fixed price terms. Client
risk was reduced as were application management charges, by £1m per year.

Our Approach
Capgemini’s business aware approach
to Application Outsourcing is the answer.
We offer an expanded AO solutions
portfolio, built on client successes and
alliance partner innovation, focused
on new technologies, such as SOA and
Web 2.0, and on areas of differentiation
and business optimization to help
increase the agility and pace of change.
Our transformational lifecycle approach
to applications management not only
reduces costs, but also drives innovation
and change to deliver business value.

Introducing innovation to help business maximize the use of technology
A leading auto maker sought to modernize its Sales and Marketing Applications
Management which involved 12,000 users across 22 countries. Capgemini launched
a programof innovation and service improvement. This involved identifying structural
cost reduction opportunities across the whole IT landscape. Additionally, Capgemini
implemented a web-based service portal. The auto maker benefited from 29 new
innovative ideas which, once implemented, ushered in £3.5m in savings.

About Capgemini and the
Collaborative Business Experience
Capgemini, one of the
world’s foremost providers
of Consulting, Technology and
Outsourcing services, has a unique
way of working with its clients, called
the Collaborative Business Experience.
Backed by over three decades of
industry and service experience, the
Collaborative Business Experience is
designed to help our clients achieve
better, faster, more sustainable results
through seamless access to our network of world-leading technology

partners and collaboration-focused
methods and tools. Through commitment to mutual success and the
achievement of tangible value, we help
businesses implement growth strategies,
leverage technology, and thrive
through the power of collaboration.
Capgemini reported 2007 global
revenues of EUR 8.7 billion and
employs 82,000 people worldwide.
More information about our services,
offices and research is available at
www.capgemini.com.
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30 Years Experience in
Application Outsourcing
Capgemini has almost 30 years
experience and over 20,000 staff
worldwide providing Application
Outsourcing solutions. It has repeatedly
created new opportunities for IT cost
reduction and improved business focus
for its clients, enabling IT to grow the
business via a managed IT investment.
Bring your Application Management
needs to Capgemini. We’re ready
to respond instantly with the proven
quality of expertise you expect from
a global IT services provider.
For more information about Application
Management and our other Application
Outsourcing solutions, visit:
http://www.capgemini.com/applicationoutsourcing

